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Roman Reflections. The exhibition  

In the autumn of 1993 the first discussions started between the City of Malmö and Malmö Musee  
about the possibility of an Italian-Scandinavian exhibition in Malmö. The idea was that by combinin g 
the Italian objects with our own heritage it would be possible to show how much Scandinavia was influ-
enced by the classical world as early as the first centuries A. D. Since there was also much discussion  
about the imminent entry of Sweden into the EU, the subject of Scandinavia's role in European cultur  
was also of great interest.  

Our partners in Italy in this project became the prominent museums Museo Nazionale in Naples an  'j  
the Musei Capitolini in Rome. Our Italian colleagues have found a number of highly interesting and very  
beautiful objects in their collections that could be mirrored in the Scandinavian material. Since the area  
of Malmö itself is not rich enough in archaeological material to furnish such a large exhibition as this,  
we have asked many other Scandinavian and German museums for help and met with a generosity  
which has been beyond hopes. The number of institutions involved in the exhibition has now reache s 
twenty. It is an exciting thought that many objects that are normally exhibited in museums thousands o  
miles apart will now stand next to each other and remind us of their close relationship in the past.  

The exhibition R οµaν REFLECTIONS is an unusually large project for Malmö Museer and has been  

a great challenge to the staff. Working together with museums in other countries and learning abou  

their routines and problems has been sometimes difficult and sometimes a very positive experience,  

with both cultural clashes and laughter. A lot of time has been spent on travelling, searching through  
collections and discussing with colleagues and experts in order to collect ideas and objects for the exhi-
bition. Both Historiska Museet in Stockholm and Nationalmuseet in Copenhagen have lent us some o  

their most valued and prestigious objects, and many other museums have parted with objects that leave  

big gaps in their own permanent exhibitions. Historiska Museet and Medelhaysmuseet have agreed to  
become our partners in the project and have been very supportive in the planning. We are very gratefu  

for the cooperation and scientific expertise of all our colleagues.  
All through the planning of the exhibition we discussed details with experts and colleagues at uni-

versities and museums and found that this rather unexploited period of movement and new influences  

in Scandinavian pre-history forms a fascinating topic for discussion for many people. Even before the  
well-known Vikings, there was a lot of exciting culture in Scandinavia. These first centuries A. D. have  
surprised us with their abundance of good craftmanship and high cultural standards and with the com-
munications we can see with people all over Europe. It is a period which shows the beginning of so  

many things that now form part of everyday life: a written language, monetary system, weight system,  

etc. In some cases the reflections of Rome have been obvious and easy to find in the Scandinavian mate-
rial; in some cases we have had to admit that Rome had no influence. There are also reflections that  

we can only just perceive and which are not so easy to show in an exhibition, like the changes that  

appear in the Scandinavian social structure. The picture of influences is complex as are reflections in  

Nature itself.  

EVA BJÖRKLUND, LENA HEJLL,  
GÖRAN HEDLUND  

Malmö Museer  



Roman Reflections. An introduction 

For about 400 years Europe was cut into two pieces, the Roman Empire and the Barbaricum 
(0-400 A. D.). The border between the two parts was generally speaking the large rivers the Rhine and 
the Danube. Although this was the situation 1500 years ago, it has still effects on present Europe. The 
Roman impact was very strong within the Empire. Today attitudes, culture, jurisdiction, and above all 
the Latin language reflect the cultural heritage of imperial Rome. Beyond the limes you find another 
world, the Germania Libera, where people spoke Germanic or Slavonic languages and had another 
jurisdiction, but yet the Roman Empire attracted the people living in the other part of Europe because 
of its economic and cultural superiority. The possibility of selling products to the army garrisoned along 
the limes, the efficient weapons and war equipment certainly made a great impression on the Barbaric 
neighbours. Germanic princes got Roman drinking sets as diplomatic gifts from Roman officials or mer-
chants. The Roman glasses and bronze vessels were appreciated prestige goods which were buried with 
their owner. Tacitus tells us about the drinking habits of the Germanic aristocracy. 

The Roman demand for different kinds of wares certainly also gave Scandinavia better economic 
prosperity. About 7,000 denarii have been found in Southern Sweden, mainly on Gotland. In a later 
phase the gold metal in all the Scandinavian rings and pendants must have come from Roman coins, 
some of them certainly paid to Scandinavian mercenaries. Personally I think that the contacts between 
the Empire and the Scandinavians were much closer than we can prove. Recent studies indicate this. 

Let me end this introduction with a very personal memory of a "Roman Reflection" discovered on 
a cold March Sunday thirty years ago. I was inspecting a ploughed field on the island of Oland in the 
Baltic. As I had been excavating in the neighbourhood for several years, I knew the area well and sus-
pected that the farmer had removed some ancient monuments during the winter. All sorts of rubbish 
are often found in the plough soil and I picked up some pieces of pottery and a greenish blue glass frag-
ment of what I thought was part of a bottle. When I had rubbed away the frozen earth I suddenly 
realised that this was the first ribbed glass bowl from the Augustan period ever found in Sweden. I felt 
a warm Roman Reflection from Pompeii. And my local workmen thought I had gone crazy. We exca-
vated the site for three years. The sherds of the two ribbed glass bowls and hundreds of other finds from 
an extensive grave field are kept in the Museum of National Antiquities (Staten Historiska Museum) 
in Stockholm. 

ULF ERIK HAGBERG 

Staten Historiska Museum Stockholm 



Roman Reflections. An introduction 

The proposal of an archaeological exhibition on the Roman reflections in Scandinavia, put forth in 
spring of 1995 by Piero Palazzi, director of cultural activities and contact with Italy for the city of 
Malmö, was welcomed by the Sovraintendenza of the city of Rome with great enthusiasm but also with 
acute awareness of the size of the scholarly and organisational commitment involved. 

The first series of contacts was followed by numerous meetings with the directors of the Malmö 
Museum and with Luisa Franchi dell'Orto, curator of the exhibition, to formulate an articulated 
plan of exhibition, bringing in the National Archaeological Museum of Naples and its extraordinary 
collections. 

With the wealth of ideas and cultural stimuli that developed, the original plan has grown to include 
a series of articulated themes that put into focus both the differences and the cultural exchanges 
between the Mediterranean Empire and the populations of northern Europe. 

Although the Roman conquest of Europe reached only to the German limes and Britain, evident-
ly trade routes and exchanges penetrated well beyond the borders of the Empire, giving life to that cul-
tural koiné that in Late Antiquity led to the birth of European art. 

The greatest difficulty in giving direction to the exhibition plan has been presented by the choice 
of finds to display: they had to be selected on the basis of their effective artistic and conceptual repre-
sentation, but without, in the process, depriving Italian museums of too many important works for too 
long a time. 

Priority was thus given, for many sections, to finds that have been in storage for a long time, with 
the result that the Malmö show includes much unpublished material on public display for the first time. 

The complexity of the show, the articulation of the themes, the careful choice of the materials, offer 
the public different and immediately comprehensible keys to reading as well as starting points for trav-
elling once again the most important stages of the history of European civilisation. 

Two civilisations face to face, that of the Mediterranean Empire and that of the North, reveal each 
its own peculiarity, but also the "reflections" of the one upon the other and, above all, the precise and 
clear evidence of political, artistic and commercial relations that linked such very different worlds, today 
aware of this common cultural baggage. 

EUGENIO LA ROCCA 

Sovraintendenza Comunale di Roma 
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Europe and Rome 
in a Scandinavian perspective 

When men shake hands with time, time crushes 
Them like tumblers; little pieces of glass. 

Abu al-Ala al-Ma'arri (973-1057) 

ROMAN EXPANSION 

The relations between the Mediterranean civilizations and the regions to the north of the Alps 
changed dramatically during the later first millennium B. C. Cultural, social and economic differ-
ences were accentuated, while the state and city of Rome, "Urbs," undertook a military expansion 
which, by the time of Christ, had resulted in an empire stretching to the shores of the Rhine and the 
Danube (as well as the Sahara, the Arabian Desert and Upper. Mesopotamia). 

This remarkable expansion — by 200 B. C. Rome had commanded merely the Italian peninsula — 
destroyed and transformed the quite sophisticated Celtic nation, including England, and drove the 
Germanic people into the immediate sphere of Rome. (In Czechy and Slovakia Germanic tribesmen 
may have contributed to the collapse of Celtic society.) 

THE GERMANIC NATION 

Rome even attempted to push its military frontiers as far as the river Elbe, but was not success-
ful in this project. The economic and social reality is that Germanic Northern Europe would any-
way hardly have been able to provide for the sophisticated infrastructure, or produce the foodstuffs, 
needed to Romanise the lands up to the Elbe or even the Baltic. In eastern Europe the conquest of 
Dacia (the rich central parts of Romania) was carried out in 107 A. D. But Dacia, bordering on the 
Danube, was made up of a culture comparable in complexity and productivity to the western Celts 
and already heavily infused with Roman wealth. 

Apart from the occasional contacts and trade across the imperial frontier, "The Limes," Rome 
consciously monitored the developments in "Germania" and established a series of political rela-
tionships with kings and chiefs both near and far. In the late Roman period, Germanic soldiers, 
especially Franks and Alamans, even reached high positions in the Roman army; some became both 
general and emperor. In another development, Germanic tribes formed their own realms, in part cut 
out of, in part on the ruins of, the Roman West. The Franks, in the guise of a Christian kingdom 
ruled by the Merovingian dynasty, were even crucial in the rise of the Medieval West. 

It is important to observe that the fine Roman luxuries found in north Germanic graves and 
other archaeological finds all belong to a very narrow range of items: drinking and associated ves-
sels, weapons, coins of precious metals, fine cloth, etc., which fit smoothly into traditional Germanic 
culture and lifestyle in addition to being highly appreciated by its leading personages. Among the 
glasses, for instance, perfume-bottles and glass plates were not imported. Indeed, Roman-Germanic 
"politics," high-ranking gift exchanges, and military affairs seem to have procured the luxuries of 
the Germanic graves. Clearly, we are not dealing with the products of common commerce. The 
affairs of the two realms nevertheless became increasingly intertwined as Rome strived to maintain 
its northern borders to lend a measure of security to the hinterlands. 
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Klaus Randsborg  

Europe and the Mediterranean at the  
time of the early Roman Empire, first to  
third centuries A. D. (after Randsborg  
1991). The uncontested imperial capital  
is Rome.  

EASTERN EUROPE  

The Rhine and Danube frontiers in fact acted as "anvils" against which Barbarian attacks were  

frustrated. The Limes was only penetrated for a short period, during the economic crises of the late  

third century A. D. and the hundred or so years prior to the collapse of the western part of the  

Roman Empire, in A. D. 476. The anvil notwithstanding, the northern and eastern parts of Europe  

were also engaged in making their own history of which we take note in the writings of the Romans  

and, to an increasing extent, in ever expanding archaeological data and research.  

In the late second century A. D. Rome was forced to fight costly wars with the Marcomannic  

and other German tribes in present-day Czechy and Slovakia (among other things, the Germans were  

asking for subsistence). Far more important, however, was a series of events occurring further to the  

east. As early as the first century A. D., nomadic Samartians from the Steppes expanded into west-
ern Ukraine and even eastern Hungary, in the process making other changes possible. From Poland,  

Germanic or Germanised tribes, including the later well-known Goths, expanded in the opposite  

direction, reaching the Black Sea and contributing to the turmoils of the third century A. D.  
Archaeologically, the socalled ί  ernjachov culture is synonymous with the Goths on the Black Sea.  

Slays and other peoples, who were also to play an important part in the history of early Europe,  

then lived mainly in the forests to the north of this important, unruly corridor between the lower  

Danube and the western Baltic Sea (roughly Odessa-Warsaw). At any rate, the Germanic spheres of  

contact and interaction during thé late Roman period imply that the petty kings of southern  

Scandinavian were engaged in political alliances (notably patron-client relationships), military expe-
riences, exchange of luxury gifts and marriage partners, etc., with both the North, the West, includ-
ing the Roman Rhine provinces, and the East, indeed, an almost full circle.  

SOCIETIES  

The modern picture of Roman society and culture is usually based largely on the wealth, build-
ings, art and splendour of the early Empire. The late Roman changes towards a more "Medieval"  

form of city and country life are, apart from the many fine large churches, much less appreciated.  

The most important aspect of this transformation is the disappearance of the ancient Greek and  

Roman concept of citizenship linked to the home "city" and its territory. In this concept, pride  

and bestowed honours would often take the form of investments in one's own city (or, perhaps, in  

the nearest metropolis, or in Rome itself). By contrast, the late Empire was "state-geared" in its  

approach to citizenship, taxation, economy, and investments, for instance in monumental buildings.  



West •East dividing line 
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In other words, the former distinction between the interests of the individual and those of the state 
was obliterated. 

One other important factor stands out, namely the division of the Roman Empire into two parts, 
a western and an eastern one, stemming from the administrative and military reforms of the late 
third century. (Incidentally, this division was to have great significance for the subsequent, even the 
modern, development of Europe.) Several novel super-regional capitals were established in the late 
Empire, but after the beginning of the fourth century, the main one was Constantinople (Istanbul). 
The status of Rome declined as the city ceased to be an imperial administrative centre. 

In step with the Roman development, Germanic culture underwent significant changes too. 
Some of the alterations, like the military elements, were no doubt inspired by Rome. Most are not 
part of the common historical consciousness of today, though, and still highly debated among his-
torians and archaeologists. A few examples will do. 

At the time of the emperor Augustus, Germanic society was dominated by an egalitarian ideol-
ogy. But political links with the Empire, the influx of wealth, and the creation of military units com-
parable and compatible with Roman auxiliary troops (and no doubt modeled on such), joined in cre-
ating a class of highly productive landowners. The Germanic farmsteads of the turn of the millen-
nium in Denmark, for instance, were small and situated in kraals. By the third century, however, a 
series of individual farmsteads on their own square crofts were established. In principle, this settle-
ment structure was maintained until the Viking Age (and beyond), although with increasingly larg-
er individual units. 

Wealthy and large royal centres, like Gudme on Fyn and Sorte Muld on Bornholm, both in 
Denmark, also emerged, with sanctuaries, adjacent landing places and facilities for crafts and 
exchange. Such centres were rich in Roman bullion, originally probably extracted as payment from 
the empire. Unfortunately, the relationship between the late Germanic farmers and their leaders is 
still poorly understood. Perhaps the centres, both large and small, represent aristocratic attempts at 
creating estates, structurally perhaps based on the models of the landowners of the late Roman 
Empire. 

Military leadership, which in the North centered on manning ships and providing for amphibi-
ous forces, dominated the ideology of this Migration period, both elitist and egalitarian. Thus, the 
prestigious symbols of the still heathen northern Germans — the impressive, highly abstract beasts 
of their intricate animal art — even spread among the southern Germanic people, such as the Anglo-
Saxon English. By then, Roman power had already eclipsed in the West. 

Europe and the Mediterranean at the 
time of the late (divided) Roman Empire, 
c. 400 A. D. (after Randsborg 1991). The 
regional imperial capitals are Trier, Milan, 
Sirmium and Constantinople (main cap-
ital), with Antioch taking on some of the 
same functions. 
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The Germanic/Gothic so-called ί  ernja-
chov culture (and predecessors) of east-
ern Romania, Moldavia and southwest-
ern Ukraine (hatched, no. xvi), third to  
fourth centuries Α. D. (after Sçukin).  

Europe and the Mediterranean at ca. 500  
Α. D. (after Randsborg 1991). Germanic  
realms are established in the West.  
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SOCIAL TRANSFORMATIONS 

New peoples and new alliances on the western Steppes, including the notorious Huns (375 
A. D. onwards), drove the western Goths across the Danube ín search of new territory. In an unfor-
tunate battle at Hadrianopolis (Edirne), in 378 A. D., the Goths crushed the eastern Roman field 
army and thereafter migrated through Europe until they finally settled in southwestern France in 
418 A. D. By that time, other Germanic tribes, crossing the Rhine frontier, had already won new 
lands or entered other profitable relationships with the Roman emperors. When the Huns them-
selves drove across the Limes in 451 A. D. in search of wealth (in particular Roman payment) and 
pasture for their livestock, western Goths fought on the side of the victorious Romans, eastern 
Goths in alliance with the Huns. 

Nevertheless, the years of the Roman Empire as a coherent political and military force in the 
West of Europe were numbered. The provincial economies were probably not highly affected by the 
unrest and migrations of the period, the Roman estates being bound in a regional economic and 
administrative, even military, patchwork. But the grand trade and transport of goods, characteristics 
of the early Empire, suffered. The samg was the case with the supreme position of the emperor, 
increasingly eroded by problems of a mobile army, taxation and cash. 

In the East, by contrast, especially in Syria and Palestine, the Roman rural and regional econo-
my in fact boomed in the fifth century A. D. It was not until the costly and exhausting wars with 
Persia in the early seventh century that stagnation was noted in society. These wars also made pos-
sible the swift Islamic conquest of Palestine, Syria and Egypt around 640 A. D., a massive under-
taking with enormous consequences for Europe and the Mediterranean, but in fact carried out 
merely by small forces, however religiously devout. 

Eventually, the grand Roman construction of the era of Augustus was reduced to the petty 
Byzantine empire, however respected, of the time of the Nordic Viking Age, mustering only parts of 
Anatolia (Turkey), Greece, and southern Italy, but still with Constantinople as its capital, indeed, 
until its fall to the Ottoman Turks, in 1453 A. D. 

EPILOGUE: THE RISE OF SCANDINAVIA 

Scandinavia's long-standing contacts with the eastern parts of Europe came to an abrupt halt in 
the sixth century A. D. In this century, the last of the major eastern Germanic nations either depart-
ed their territories or were defeated. From a base in "Roman" Pannonia (western Hungary) at first 
the eastern Goths, then the Langobardians, won lordship and land in Italy (some Goths went into 

Europe and the Mediterranean at ca. 550 
A. D. (after Randsborg 1991). The 
Germans have departed or are in the 
process of departing from eastern Europe, 
where Slays and Avars reign. 
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East Roman service on the Crimea, though). In eastern Hungary and Romania, the Gepids, although 
probably not entirely Germanic, were subjugated by the Turkish-speaking Avars. 

No intimate links were forged between the northern Germans and the Slays, who now arrived 
on the lower Danube, or with the other people of the forests and steppes of eastern Europe, until 
the Carolingian expansion some two hundred years later. In the latter period, the Nordic Vikings 
played a particular role in opening routes of trade with Byzantium and the Islamic world along the 
rivers of Russia (and Poland). 

Perhaps through its relative isolation during the sixth and seventh centuries, Scandinavia — at 
the close of the Roman era — was finally and firmly drawn into the west European Latin Germanic 
development, rather than the eastern Slav-Steppe-Greek one. The rise of the Merovingian (sixth and 
seventh centuries) and, in particular, the Carolingian world (around 800 A. D.) provided models of 
religious, political, military and economic behaviour on which the early Scandinavian states, in par-
ticular Denmark, were founded, although much of the cultural ethos and content was firmly rooted 
in the Nordic past. 

These ancient realms never took a direct part in the rise and splendour of the Roman Empire, 
but neither did they suffer from its demise and transformation. The "Barbarian" North of the 
Roman and post-Roman eras thus provides us with a historical model of social continuity and steady 
growth; lacking in the excessive demands of civilizations, it was even ecologically balanced. On the 
other hand, as should be clear from the above, the development of the North is unthinkable with-
out the Mediterranean. 

KLAVS RANDSBORG 
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Roman Reflections  

Even though war was endemic on the limes, with the Germani ever testing the Roman defences  
and Roman armies occasionally sweeping through Germanic lands, a peace of sorts reigned through  
the greater part of the first two centuries of our era, both on the Germanic Limes and on the bor-
der in north Britain. This was a period when Roman influence grew rapidly in Scandinavia, having  
left both material and immaterial traces. Roman objects are fairly common in graves and in deposits  
in Denmark and south Sweden all through those centuries. The greater part of these finds consists  
of objects with a military connotation, in most cases evidently parts of Roman soldiers, accou-
trements brought "home" by returning mercenary soldiers. The period of service in the Roman army  
being some twenty years and the average life span of the Roman soldiers of the period being some  
34 years, most Germanic mercenaries must have died while still in the ranks, but a sufficient num-
ber survived to become Roman citizens and to return to make their Roman swords a fairly common  
find of the time in Denmark and Scania. Roman cooking vessels and Roman objects of art as well as  
Roman glass vessels are also fairly common, as are Roman coins.  

We tend to speak of the material culture of the period as if the finds of Roman objects were rep-
resentative of all the Roman objects once imported. We forget all too easily that, although pieces of  
military equipment are numerous, many of the objects found were probably bought and paid for,  
and we forget that the majority of the objects imported were made of perishable materials and have  
thus not survived. We find no traces of the Roman textiles or any of the majority of the Roman  
objects of silver and gold, which were almost certainly remelted. We find very few objects of bone  
and horn, we find hardly any of wood.  

Trade, an exchange of articles and products whose marginal value is greater to the buyer than  
to the vendor, presupposes that both buyer and vendor have a surplus of products attractive to the  
opposite party. This means that there is generally little trade between neighbours who produce the  
same type of goods. The most important trade was that between such parties as produced entirely  
different goods and who, usually but not invariably, lived far apart. It is all too easy to imagine such  
trade as one handled by itinerant pedlars, carrying their stock in trade on their back or on a single  
pack-horse, passing from farm to farm to sell their products. This is quite possible in a monetary  
economy and only in a monetary economy. There the lonely pedlar, with his load of needles, pins  
and fish-hooks, or the farmer-merchant, with his sledge-load of linen or of frozen black-game, can  
reach the customer and sell his goods for cash, easily carried home. But in a non-monetary econo-
my there is no room for the pedlar, except in those rare cases where two groups both have products  
of high specific value to dispose of. Such trade might be possible between producers of glass beads  
and miners of salt, but hardly between Central-European bronze-smiths and Scandinavian fisher-
men or cattlebreeders. Bulk products, such as hides, dried fish, dried meat and butter, can be trans-
ported only in bulk and can sold only in large quantities — even though most potential buyers do not  
need large quantities. The seller needs to find many customers at one time, in one place. In much  
the same way, the buyer of goods produced in small quantities only must find many producers  in 
one place at the same time. Both need markets, where many people meet regularly at pre-determined  
times for trade. What did the Scandinavians of the first centuries A. D. export; what paid for the  
imports of Roman products and goods? Probably the same goods as those which paid for the  
imports of the Middle Ages: dried meat, dried fish, hides, cattle and horses on the hoof? There had  
probably been regular markets ever since the Bronze Age, but it seems likely that such markets were  
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Arminius, the victor of the battle in the 
Teutoburger Forest in 9 A. D., was not only 
a Germanic prince, the son of Segimer, king  
of the Cherusci, but he had served his time 
in the Roman army, evidently rising to high  

rank, since he became not only a Roman  

citizen but a Roman knight, a member of  
the ordo equester. When the revolt broke  
out, his younger brother Flavius still served  
in the Roman army, where he remained  
true to his salt all through the war, in spite  
of Arminius' attempts to make him desert.  

now more firmly organised, such places as Dankirke, Gudme, Sorte Muld (on Bornholm), Ahus and  

Ηelgö, to mention but a few.  
During the first four centuries of our era Scandínavían material culture was thus strongly influ-

enced by that in the Roman provinces, so much so that the period is usually called the Roman Iron  

Age. Now we know that the contacts went much further, that the influence was much deeper than  

we believed. Not only material goods but also concepts and ideas were exchanged. Thus, at the time  

when Sol was one of the main gods of the Empire, in the second half of the third century, the  

Germani adopted the Roman names for the days of the week, translating them to fit their own pan-
theon. And even earlier, sometime in the first or second century of our era, our ancestors invented  

an alphabet of their own, the runes, which they used for everyday purposes much as we now use the  

Latin alphabet. It is significant that the Scandinavians developed this alphabet within a few genera-
tions of having come into contact with a truly literate civilization, that of Rome.  

But why did they feel the need for such an alphabet of their own; why did they not simply adopt  
the Latin or the Greek alphabet of their southern neighbours? Could it simply be that the writing  

materials available to them were such as to make certain .  demands upon the way the characters were  

written, that the runes were not really a "new alphabet" but simply an old, well-known one whose  
characters the scribe had modified for technical reasons? The runes were not invented from scratch.  

Like every other European alphabet they were derived from an older one, ultimately from that of  
the Phoenicians. But which alphabet was the immediate prototype of the runes?  

Germanic officers and soldiers served in the Roman army not only in late Imperial times but  

from the very beginning of the Empire.  Ι  
In the great majority of cases the dona militaria, the Roman counterpart of the military decora-

tions of our times, seem to have followed their original owners into the grave. These men, buried  
with cornua or patellae in the backwoods of Scandinavia, were no ordinary barbarian warriors; nei-
ther were they merchants or import agents. They were Roman citizens, men who could speak, read,  
and in many cases probably also write, Latin, men who had been schooled for twenty years in the  
Roman army, in a Roman world, men whose fathers and perhaps grandfathers and great-grandfa-
thers had served Rome before them.  

They could manage the centuria's stores, indent for arms and equipment, read orders and  
reports, and formulate written orders and reports. They did so in Latin, not in Etruscan or Greek.  
In Denmark, the richest burials of the early Roman Iron Age, from the first two centuries, are con-
centrated in the south part of Laaland island. Among them is the famous warrior grave from Hoby,  

with two silver cups by the Greek silversmith Cheirosophos, which the governor of Germania  
Superior, S ilius (14-21 A. D.) had presented to the mercenary captain.  

It seems evident that Laaland was a political and ec οnomic centre at the time. There was a very  
marked difference between the Germany immediately outside the limes and Scandinavia. Roman  
objects of the types found in Denmark and Scania are not found in a strip of land some 300-400 km  
wide outside the Limes. It seems as íf, at the time, the Germanic nations in direct contact with the  
Romans on the Limes were hostile, whereas the Romans could maintain contacts with Germanic  
nations behind their enemies. But this means that there was a state in Denmark strong enough to  
justify a Roman diplomatic effort, and that this diplomatic effort paid off. The lack of Roman objects  
in the graves in present day Germany suggests that, after the rebellion of the year 9, Germanic war-
riors from the nations living there did not enter Roman service, that they consequently did not learn  
to read and write Latin.  

Even though so very few Scandinavian inscriptions on perishable materials have survived, a  
number of Roman letters have, in the waste heaps of the Roman fortresses at Vindonissa in  
Switzerland and at Víndolanda in Britain. The tablets found at Vindolanda, modern Chesterholm on  
Hadrian's Wall, were deposited between about 95 A. D. and 105. Most of them are letters and  
accounts relating to the administration of the fort. Although the garrison at the time consisted of the  
Eighth Cohort of Batavíans and the First of Tungrians, all the correspondents, probably Batavians  
as well as Tungrians, wrote perfectly good Latin, as almost certainly did their Scandinavian col-
leagues.  

Wax tablets had been used in the Greek world as early as the late Bronze Age. Even Homer  
refers to such, making Proitos send Bellerophrontes to Lydia with a folded tablet "with a message  
scratched on it in deadly signs" (Iliad, ντ, 168).  

Even so wax tablets and styli are very rare in early Roman sites, the obvious conclusion being  
that writing in ink on wood must have been the common way of writing. Now that such letters have  
been found, now that we know what to look for, we shall probably find many more of them, per-
haps, some day, also in Scandinavia. Because the ink fades rapidly when exposed to air and light, it  
is conceivable that such have already been found but not recognized.  

Very probably the barbarian soldier in Roman service never read belles-lettres or poetry for the  
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pleasure of it, he was probably rather unfamiliar with the Roman book hand. He could probably  
read the inscriptions on monuments, coins and tombstones, in capital letters, but he was almost cer-
tainly much more familiar with the Old Roman Cursive, such as it was written in the first and sec-
ond centuries A. D., such as we know it from Vindolanda and Vindonissa, from the Fayum and  
Doura Europos and from a few other sites. This was the script used in reports and correspondence.  
It seems that, in the second century A. D., this Old Roman Cursive was remarkably uniform all over  
the Empire. Are there any similarities between the characters of the Old Roman Cursive and those  
of the Old Futhark? Assume that a retired centurion ín Denmark or in Scania wanted to write a mes-
sage in his own language. He had long used wooden laths for writing Latin, and he could easily cut  
a reed pen or a quill. But he probably had no gum arabic which, together with carbon and water,  
formed the ingredients for Roman ink. He most certainly carried a knife, and it is easy enough to cut  
lines across a flat wooden surface. The shape of the panse and the angle between the hasta and the  
panse of the Roman letters made good sense when the characters were written with a pen, but not  
when they were carved in wood. Thus our hypothetical centurion straightened all curves, or  
replaced them with angles. Finally, he complemented B and D, so as to eliminate any chance of mis-
understanding, and changed all horizontal strokes into slanting ones. The early version of the runic  
alphabet, with 24 characters, was used for centuries. The publicity given the introduction of corn-
pulsory schooling in Denmark (1814) and in Sweden (1842) makes most of us believe that the major-
ity of the citizens of those states were illiterate before those dates. But in Sweden the parochial exam-
inations of the 1780s show that approximately 80% of all adults, men and women, could read, even  
though not all of them could write, and it seems likely that, a millennium and a half earlier, most  
Norsemen could, indeed, read. What was the use of inscriptions unless the public could read? The  
earliest runic inscriptions yet found, on weapons and on tools, date from before 200 A. D. But, as  
Antonsen points out, the more we look into the matter, the more obvious it becomes that runic writ-
ing must be considerably older than previous scholars have thought. Evidence from the futhark  
itself, from spelling conventions, and from those verifiably ancient rune-names indicates that the tra-
dition of writing in runes was already old at the time of the oldest inscriptions known to us, i.e., by  
about 200 A. D. Already by that date runes were used by private individuals for practical purposes.  
Thus, two lanceheads from the great bog sacrifice at Illerup ín Denmark and one from that at  
Vímose in the same country, both deposited in about 200 A. D., were signed by the same maker,  
OJINGAR. He must have been a famous maker, with a large production, since he went to the trou-
ble and expense of having a die made with which he could, and did, stamp his name on his prod-
ucts. The man who made the great golden horns found at Gallehus, also in Denmark, proudly signed  
one of them ek Hlaewagastir Holtijar hornu tawidu,  Ι.  Hlaegast of the forest, made this horn.  
Swords, shields and fibulae were sometimes marked by their owners, and inscriptions were some-
times placed in graves. In a few cases, the whole futhark has been carved in the cist or on the memo-
ral stone at the grave. Probably these alphabets should be seen as any other grave gift, as a gift for  
practical use in the hereafter, as a mnemotechnic inscription enabling the dead man to brush up on  
his writing when necessary.  

Among the objects found at Kragehul ín Denmark, where the equipment of a defeated invasion  
army had been given to the gods in the fifth century, was a wooden tablet of ash or rowan, some five  
centimetres by fifteen, with two lines of large runes and animals. One line of small runes had been  
scratched at right angles to the large ones. This was the wooden frame of a wax tablet, on which the  
inscription was written with a stylus in the wax, but where careless pressure on the stylus had caused  
it to scratch also the wood. A warrior going into battle carrying a notebook full of notes is certain to  
be literate, and almost certainly many of his contemporaries could also read and write. In the Latin  
languages, the word for book is derived from the Latin librum, whereas the Scandinavian, German  
and Anglo-Saxon word is derived from beech (Fagus sylvatica), referring to wooden tablets, either  
thin ones on which the text was written with pen and ink, like those from Vindolanda, or thicker  
wax-covered ones, on which the text was scratched with a stylus, like that from Kragehul.  

Venantius Fortunatus (sixth century) tells us that Barbara fraxineis pingatur runa tabellis... (the  
barbarian runes are painted on tablets of ash) and Hrabanus Maurus (ninth century) mentions that  
the Germani carved runes on wooden tablets to record their songs, curses and prophesies. The  
Roman heritage survived for centuries in Scandinavia, where runes were used not only for monu-
mental inscriptions but also for business purposes until well into the Middle Ages. In 1990, we  
found a stylus decorated in the local tenth century style at Birka, one which had been made and used  
in Sweden, probably by a local businessman or custom's officer. Rímbert also tells us that king Björn  
gave Ansgar a passport or diplomatic missive, a wooden tablet inscribed by the king himself. This . 
means that the king's representatives must have been able to read. Laths of wood were used to carry  
written messages until quite recently. Even in my father's young days such were used in Scanian vil-
lages, although by that time the Latin alphabet had long replaced the runes. Such laths are shown  




